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Following the childhoods of Betsy Ray and her friends in the late 1800s and early
1900s, this handsome anthology collects the original Betsy-Tacy as well as Betsy,
Tacy and Tib, Betsy and Tacy Go Over the Big Hill, and Betsy and Tacy Go
Downtown.

The fearsome iron giant becomes a hero when he challenges a huge space
monster.

Harper Raine faces new challenges ahead when her parents take the whole family
to a remote tropical island for vacation. As Harper starts to have visions of the
resort's history of disappearances and discovers more about the island's dark and
fabled past, she must use her newly acquired spirit hunting talents to save
everyone on the island from murderous spirits on the attack.

Up on the rooftops, at night time, Kitty soon discovers that being a superhero is
about more than using her special abilities-she must learn to be courageous too.
In this story can Kitty follow a trail of destruction and solve the puzzle of Ludo the
missing dog?

When adventurous cousins Otto and Sheed Alston accidentally extend the last
day of summer by freezing time, they ﬁnd the secrets between the unmoving
seconds are not as much fun as they expected.

Twelve-year-old Trevor Firestone loves playing war-based video games and he
idolizes his great-grandfather Jacob who came home from World War II a
celebrated hero; now ninety-three Jacob wants to retrace his journey in memory
and reality and return to the small French village that his unit liberated, and
Trevor is going with him--but not everyone in the town want Jacob to come, and
Trevor is going to learn an important lesson: real war is not a video game, and
valor and heroism can be very murky concepts.

A portrait of the Supreme Court
Justice and modern feminist icon
reveals the personal experiences
that shaped her philosophy
about how lasting change can be
accomplished one step at a time.

You’ve got to know where you stand to
survive sixth grade, and Nate Wright’s
found the perfect spot: right next to
Sherman, the class gerbil. Can Nate’s
furry friend bail him out of his latest
homework jam with Mrs. Godfrey? Or
will there be a paper trail leading
straight to detention?

When Dog Man gets ﬁred by the
mayor, he needs his friends' help to
combat a new threat.

Join three fantastic felines as they embark on the adventures of their (nine) lives in
this colorful Chapters book, ﬁlled with photos and fun facts. Meet Dusty, a Siamese
cat who gives the phrase "cat burglar" new meaning. Take to the seas with Scatty, a
sailor and cat hero. And trek across the United States with Vladimir, a real-life cat
explorer! These amazing--and TRUE--stories are sure to keep cat lovers and
adventure fans on the edge of their seats.

Full of stunning images and amazing facts, The Arts: A Visual Encyclopedia is the
essential guide to painting, sculpture, photography, music, and dance.

Get closer to nature than you’ve ever been before with this jaw-dropping guide to
our wonderful world.

Packed full of astounding close-up images, Explanatorium of Science is the
ultimate guide to how the world works, explaining every aspect of science from
gigantic galaxies to tiny cells and miniscule atoms.

Presents the lives and accomplishments of ﬁfty women, describing their
childhoods, the obstacles they faced, and the impact their achievements had on
the world around them, including such ﬁgures as Marie Curie, Harriet Tubman,
Rachel Carson, Rosa Parks, and Indira Gandhi.

This book tells it as it is, with testimonials from peers who have been there and
families who have lived through the addiction of a loved one, along with the cold,
hard facts about what drugs and alcohol do to our bodies. From how to navigate
peer pressure to outlets for stress to the potential consequences for
experimenting, Nic and David Sheff lay out the facts so that middle grade readers
can educate themselves.

Read up on fantastic facts and study more than 50 picture quizzes with three
levels of difficulty. The challenge gets harder as you work your way from Starter, to
Challenger, and Genius category.

Presents facts about plants, including which ones eat insects, how cacti store
water, and where the tallest tree in the world is.

It's weird. It's true. And now, it's red, white, and blue! Explore the wonderfully wacky
side of the United States of America Weird But True! style.

What was the ﬁrst religion and where did it start? What is atheism? Why do some
people wear turbans? Made for kids who ask the hard questions, this book gives
answers to these and many more questions about religion.

Talin is a Striker, a member of an elite ﬁghting force that stands as the last defense
for the only free nation in the world: Mara. A refugee, Talin knows ﬁrsthand the
horrors of the Federation, a world-dominating war machine responsible for
destroying nation after nation with its terrifying army of mutant beasts known only
as Ghosts. But when a mysterious prisoner is brought from the front to Mara's
capital, Talin senses there’s more to him than meets the eye. Is he a spy from the
Federation? What secrets is he hiding?

(Graphic Novel)

This is the true story of three scientists who risked their lives for research that
forever changed the way we think of primates- including ourselves.

